HIMACHAL PRADESH
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

PRESS NOTE

Himachal Pradesh Public Service Commission had conducted the Computer Based Test (CBT) on 30-05-2018 for the post of Research Officer, Class-I, (Gazetted) (on contract basis) in the Department of Economics and Statistics.

With pleasure we wish to inform that this was the first ever Computer Based Test (CBT) conducted by HP Public Service Commission on 30-05-2018 for which the Chairman of the Commission Major General DVS Rana, AVSM, VSM (Retd.), had briefed the press persons at the press conference held on 17-02-2018 in the premises of HPPSC. The notable aspect of this Screening Test is that between the holding of the test and the declaration of the result the time line has been reduced from the existing four months to twelve days.

The Personality test for the above post has been fixed on 25-06-2018. Therefore, in less than 30 days, recommendation for the post shall be conveyed to the Government. This has resulted in considerable reduction in time and cost of holding examination. The Chairman of HPPSC said that “the Commission shall continue this endeavour in future examination and screening tests and is geared upto for conducting all such future screening tests/examinations”.

The candidates with following Roll No. have been declared qualified for Personality Test :-

207080, 207089, 207121, 207144, 207171 & 207252. (06 Candidates)

Sd/-
(Sanjeev Pathania) IAS
Secretary
H.P. Public Service Commission
Phone number 0177-2623786.